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The American Reaper adopts a network approach to account for the international diffusion of harvesting
technology from North America, from the invention of the reaper through to the formation of a dominant

transnational corporation, International Harvester. Much previous historical research into industrial networks
focuses on industrial districts within metropolitan centres, but by focusing on harvesting - a typically rural
technology - this book is able to analyse the spread of technological knowledge through a series of local
networks and across national boundaries. In doing so it argues that the industry developed through a

relatively stable stage from the 1850s into the 1890s, during which time many firms shared knowledge within
and outside the US through patent licensing, to spread the diffusion of the American style of machines to

establishments located around the industrial world.

120 hardcover ISBN 24611. New York City 2062. When the McCormick reaper was returned to the Crystal
Palace the site of the Great Exhibition word had spread.
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